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ABSTRACT

At present, the field of artificial intelligence is developing rapidly, and breakthrough achievements have been made in design. Artificial intelligence design shows the characteristics of humanization, diversity, convenience and high efficiency. Through questionnaire interviews and quantitative analysis, this paper first collects current graphic Designers’ opinions on AI participation in design, then conducts quantitative analysis to find out the problems and pain points that graphic designers encounter in the environment of AI participation in design. Then it discusses the principles of AI design and the relationship between AI and human in design activities. A set of AI-aided design model is constructed to improve the current level of collaboration between graphic designers and AI paintings.
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INTRODUCTION

Science magazine in the United States selected major scientific discoveries, developments and trends in the past year among the top 10 scientific breakthroughs in 2022. Artificial Intelligence Generated Content, along with NFT and VR/AR, constitutes the three major infrastructures of the meta universe and Web3.0. At present, artificial intelligence GC has also become the largest trend in the field of artificial intelligence, which means that artificial intelligence has gradually penetrated into the unique field of human “artistic expression”. According to a report by Gartner, a research institute, 20% of the content is expected to be created by Generative Artificial Intelligence by 2023. Until 2025, Generative AI will create 10% of all data already produced, but at present it is less than 1%. (World Internet Conference) The purpose of this study is to help graphic designers explore a way that can complement AI design, make use of the advantages of AI to make up for human defects, build a set of AI-aided design model, set up AI-assisted graphic designer completion strategy, and make AI design serve human beings.

Analysis of Current Common Artificial Intelligence Design Processes

At present, AI design software with high search frequency mainly includes: Chuangkit, canvas, Alibaba Luban, Yiqixiu, free logo design, looka.
AI painting applications with high search frequency mainly include: Tiktok, draft.act, disco diffusion, dream by wombo, dream. Among them, those who input keywords to generate illustrations or design drafts include: disco diffusion, dream by wombo, dream, Alibaba Luban, free logo design, looka. Those who can use the material library for intelligent design according to user needs include: Chuangkit, canvas, Yiqixiu (Figure 1).

The following figure (Figure 2) shows the process of generating a logo using artificial intelligence from the looka website, which represents the current common process of online AI generation and design.

Step 1: Enter the product content, and AI will select the relevant content style to present to the user;
Step 2: Choose your favorite style;
Step 3: Select the main color;
Step 4: Enter the company name;
Step 5: Select the desired iconic elements in the logo;
Step 6: Output Design.

It can be seen that the current common AI design applications mainly include the following steps: first collect and understand the requirements, then generate design strategies and ideas, and finally execute the design and generate images (Figure 3).

1. When using AI for design, it first analyzes the user’s input semantics, carries out semantic analysis, intelligent word segmentation, entity recognition and semantic association, and then establishes the following information capture for user input:
2. Purpose capture: understand the business objectives or design objectives that users need to achieve through design;
3. Object capture: understand the relevant abstract elements that users need to appear in the design;

![Figure 1: Classification of current AI design/painting applications.](image)
3. Style capture: capture the characteristics and feelings of users. After the analysis of these requirements, AI classifies them according to business scenarios, material types, and style characteristics through the vast amount of materials stored, and then assembles them according to the user’s choice.
(2) Then there is the design strategy and creative link. The design strategy is a subjective model established by the design experts, which extracts and analyzes the knowledge map and converts it into clear call instructions. After the judgment of the business level and the design level is completed in the strategy link, the design elements are called. Take the commodity poster as an example. After the strategic judgment, it is concluded that the poster needs to have the impact of commodities. Then the artificial intelligence will call out a large number of commodity images, and then get the content of the commodity through semantic analysis, and get the specific commodity through feature analysis, and then corresponding to the poster design. This is the final creative link.

(3) Finally, design generation. Under the guidance of the strategy in the second step, AI gives instructions to each part of the module to complete the generation of the whole design, and detects and optimizes it, fine-tuning the inappropriate parts, and finally completes the creation.

Investigation and Research on AI Aided Design by Users

This research is mainly carried out by means of interviews. Through online interviews, we have carried out investigation and interview research on two major categories of graphic designer profession and non-graphic designer profession.

The main research content of this interview is divided into the following three parts:

1. Whether the AI design will be used in the actual work;
2. What problems have you encountered when using artificial intelligence to paint or design;
3. Whether non-graphic designers can meet their psychological expectations when using them.

According to the interview results, for people who are not graphic designers, 11.32% said they have never heard of it, 79.25% said they understand but have not used it, and only 9.43% said they understand and have used it; However, for people in the direction of graphic design, the reach of AI design has reached full coverage, but still 65% of them said they understand but have not used it, only 35% said they understand and use it, and 10% said they often use it. This phenomenon indicates that artificial intelligence design has been recognized by most people, but most of them have not used it. Therefore, it is a trend to correctly guide the use of artificial intelligence design (Figure 4).

For non-graphic designers, the biggest problem they face is that they can’t understand the professional terms, accounting for 47.17%, followed by the design work is difficult to carry out, accounting for 24.53%, 15.09% said that there is no problem at all, and 13.21% chose other people (Figure 2). But for graphic designers, the biggest problem they face is that AI design cannot meet the demand, accounting for 45%. The second is that the content of AI design is not creative enough, accounting for 25%, the selection of content
is not beautiful enough, accounting for 15%, and the proportion of people who think AI design is completely OK accounts for 15% (Figure 5, Figure 6).

Based on the above interviews and surveys, it can be concluded that the main reasons why non-graphic designers do not use AI for drawing are the difficulty in understanding terminology and carrying out design. However, for graphic designers, it is difficult for AI to meet multiple needs and creativity. Therefore, AI assisted design urgently needs a perfect path to help designers carry out better design.

![Figure 4: User's understanding of AI design (from interview survey).](image)

![Figure 5: Analysis of the disadvantages of AI design used by non-graphic designers.](image)
Figure 6: Analysis of the disadvantages of AI design used by graphic designers.

Through interviews and surveys, it was found that most of the purpose of using AI to design or paint by non-graphic designers was simple photo typesetting, and most of the AI design products used were Photo beautification application on the market, such as the poster making function in Meitu Xiuxiu and butter camera, or the use of creative playing methods in Xingtu, TikTok, Meitu Xiuxiu and WeChat applets to generate AI paintings. Most of them said that AI design is very interesting and suitable for non-design professionals.

The interview with graphic designers found that the main purpose of graphic designers to use AI to create for the crowd is to complete course assignments and design logos, and they did not use AI design in their work. There are also a large number of graphic designers who believe that machines can still not completely replace human beings, and that the inability to design pictures based on accurate descriptions and the creativity of machines cannot replace human beings. However, there are also some who believe that the use of AI for auxiliary design can be more flexible and convenient, but also hope that AI design can be easier to use. When faced with the question of “choosing to use AI to assist in design creation”, most of the answers are quick and convenient to use for drawing. In addition, AI can be used for divergent thinking. However, some designers believe that AI design is too rigid to meet the design requirements. Specific analysis is shown in Table 1.

To sum up, for non-professional people, AI design can meet their daily needs to a certain extent, but once it rises to the professional field, AI design can not completely replace human design at present, but can help designers to divergent thinking, provide inspiration sources and make design more flexible and convenient.

Therefore, through investigation and research, designers need a new AI aided design model to help designers improve their work efficiency, and AI also needs a more complete strategy to design.
Table 1. Purpose and defects of user’s use of AI design.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>The main purpose of using AI painting/design</th>
<th>Whether to use in work</th>
<th>Service defect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Graphic Designer</td>
<td>Get inspiration, complete school work and design logo</td>
<td>Use as design reference (For example, canvas, Alibaba Luban)</td>
<td>Inability to accurately read requirements and lack of creativity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Graphic Designer</td>
<td>Use Photo beautification application to generate cartoon images, make simple posters online, typeset photos, personal invitations, etc</td>
<td>Used by a small number of people (For example, Yiqixiu)</td>
<td>Use Photo beautification application to generate cartoon images, make simple posters online, typeset photos, personal invitations, etc</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**AI Aided Path Model for Graphic Designers**

The rapid development of artificial intelligence has involved the unique creative field of human beings, but there are still various defects, which can not completely replace human designers. Based on the above analysis, a path model for AI aided design is proposed. By using the advantages of artificial intelligence, it provides new ideas for human designers, improves design efficiency and creative inspiration for human designers, and reduces meaningless repetitive work. By using the advantages of AI design to help graphic designers get a lot of inspiration and analyze more quickly, it can reduce many complicated work and help graphic designers complete their work more efficiently.

The innovation of this path model is to improve the current problem of “unable to accurately read the demand”, and use the most common AI expert system (Min Fan, Wenxuan Zhang, Hong Li. 2022) inference engine to train this model. After a certain number of reasoning, remember the user’s likes and records in the material library, so that it can be extracted and used in the next similar demand. Solve the problem that most designers are troubled by the difficulty of using AI in their work.

The solution is as follows: the designer first puts forward the demand, which is read by AI. After AI captures the purpose and demand, it generates the monthly design strategy creativity through the analysis of massive materials, and finally implements the design and outputs. At this time, the designer selects the optimal design, and AI records the preference, and generates a new design or stores it for next use (Figure 7).

This diagram first follows the basic process of AI design. The designer proposes requirements, and AI reads and analyzes them. After analyzing a large amount of materials, AI generates a preliminary design strategy and outputs it. Unlike the AI design process currently seen, after this output, designers can retain the elements they need on the image and eliminate the unnecessary elements. Finally, the result is conveyed back to the first step, and a new design is generated until the user is satisfied. Through this training process, designers can step by step achieve their inner ideas, and can alleviate many
CONCLUSION

Through collecting the opinions and opinions of current graphic designers on AI participation in design and conducting quantitative analysis, find out the problems and defects encountered by current graphic designers in the environment of AI participation in design, and after discussing the principles of AI design, build a set of AI aided design model. By taking advantage of the advantages of AI computing speed and massive database, Establish the strategy of AI assisting graphic designers to complete the design, and improve the current level of collaborative work between graphic designers and AI painting.
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